
Imagine Mrs. Auble and Ms. Derrenbacher

looming over the class, watching and

critiquing your every move; Scary, right?! If

you are like me and the rest of my

classmates, you have no idea what to expect,

But expect this: high energy, fun, hard work,

and an extremely creative class. Expect to be

both disorganized, but organized at the

same time. Expect the environment to be

absolutely insane due to 20-something

students all working on something different,

and for the love of everything, expect it to be

loud. You’ll have people like Lucas Bevaqua

yelling out to Jacquan Price to pay attention

to his editing lesson or even senior Colyer

Adams serenading the class with his guitar.

Definitely expect to hear one of the two

doors in the classroom open and shut the

entire period. You’ll see the blur of Devon

Deuel, Dylan Bovee and maybe even

Georgiana Jenn (aka Jenna George) as they

run out of the room to shoot an advertising

campaign. Hey, you might even see seniors

Aaliyah Hall, Alycia Wachtel and Rheanna

Quinlan running around the hallways trying

desperately to tear down old advertising

posters and put up new ones before the 45

minute period ends! 
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All of this work goes into one overarching project:

the yearbok. This 144-page book is created by the

hands of your fellow classmates which marks

historical moments in our school during the 2019-

2020 school year. Creating the yearbook is no easy

task, but many hands makes for light work so we

get the job done. On top of always having the

yearbook to work on, we often get little “mini

projects” that lovingly add to our stress. One of

those projects includes the first ever Danua

magazine! Each student in the class chose a topic

they felt passionately about and are writing articles

for this magazine. So, on top of the yearbook, we

have another sort of “book” to create so you might

imagine how hectic the classroom has become.

Oh, and I can’t forget! Rumors have been going

around the class of yet another book we will be

creating, but this time with the kindergartners!

High school students working with the little guys?

Talk about high energy! What can’t this class do?!

Despite the chaos, the crazy, and the countdown

to deadlines, when we submit those pages to

Josten’s a sigh of relief settles over the class and

there is nothing more rewarding than that.

 

Hectic, hard-working, helpful. high expectations,

and once again, high energy.


